Kleenex Trusted Care Everyday Facial Tissues, 3 Rectangular Boxes,
144 Tissues per Box (432 Tissues Total) Review-2021

Contains 3 flat boxes, 144 Trusted Care facial tissues per box = 432 total tissues
2-layer strong facial tissues that help keep hands clean
Soft & strong for everyday use, designed to help keep hands clean
Thick, absorbent, and durable enough to help comfort skin and stand up against sniffles, sneezes,
runny noses, and even little drips & spills
Prepare for all seasons in your home with Everyday Kleenex Trusted Care facial tissues
Tissue boxes available in a variety of colors, designs, and sizes (may vary from image shown)
Skip the store and have Americaâ€™s softed everyday facial tissue brand (among national brands)
deliveredPrevious page
Everyday Softness
Trusted Care has the perfect balance of softness, strength and absorbency for daily use.
The Trusted Tissue
Since 1924, Kleenex has provided the ultimate softness and strength for a gentle clean, every day.
2-Ply Durability
2-ply stands up to sniffles, sneezes, runny noses and even the occasional cry for joy.
Use Them Everywhere
These tissues aren't just for home. Bring them to school, work, or even in the car.
Prints & Patterns
Our upright box options feature soft watercolor textures and cool tones that complement every style.
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Are these cube or rectangular flat boxes?
These are cube boxes.
What are the dimensions of the tissue and box?
Each tissue measures 8.2 x 8.4in and each box is 5 x 4.5 x 3.5in
What makes Kleenex Expressions different?
Our Kleenex Expressions product line offers alternate print and pattern designs than our regular
line. The packs are also optimized for shipping.
Where are Kleenex Trusted Care tissues made?
Our tissues are manufactured in the United States.
Can I recycle Kleenex boxes?
Yes! Cartons can go in curbside recycling along with paper. The small plastic window can be kept
on carton, they are removed during the paper recycling process. Review 2021, feedback 2021,
promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest,
value for money.

